
MASTER THE LANGUAGE ELECTRONICALLY

Spelling Checker Designed for Grade -School Children

 Contains Over 50,000 Words From the Merriam -Webster Dictionary
s Includes Webster's Illustrated Elementary Dictionary for Children

NEW Franklin Elementary Spelling Ace ES -90. A sensation in learning, it repre-
sents a new way of creating enthusiasm in students. Everything about this

instructional system was designed with the elementary student in mind. Spellblaster'
program takes into account the phonetic spelling patterns of youngsters from six to 12.
Easy -to -use computer corrects spelling and displays the page number where a child can
look up the word's definition in the accompanying dictionary. Students can input their own
weekly spelling and vocabulary lists for use in a variety of built-in games such as
Wordblaster", flashcards, Hangman. With "Kids Only" instruction manual and a 41195Parent/Teacher guide. 4 x 6 x 3/4'! Requires 4 "AAA' batteries. 63-679

 Finds the Spelling
For Any of 80,000
Words in Seconds

 Easily Works
For Poorest
Of Spellers

Handheld Electronic Speller
Franklin Spelling Ace SA -98. Advanced phonetic spelling correction-lets you
input a word the way it sounds and get back the correctly spelled word almost
instantly. Only sure of the first letters of a word? Punch in the ones you know, and
you'll get a complete list of words that start with those letters. Built-in
crossword -puzzle solver. 4 x 61/2 x 1'! Requires 4 "AAA" batteries 63-677 3995

2 -in -1 Dictionary/Thesaurus

 Includes 76,000 Definitions

NEW! Franklin Pocket Wordmaster'.
Features 487,000 synonyms for

40,000 entry words from the Merriam -
Webster Collegiate Thesaurus, phonetic
spelling correction for 80,000 words, and a
comprehensive crossword -puzzle -solving
function. 5 x 27/8 x 1/2' Requires 2 995"AAA" batteries. 63-678 i

Convenient
Pocket -Size

SPELL CHECKER

Instantly checks spel-
ling of 88,000 words.
Also helps with pho-
netic spelling of
15,000 commonly
misspelled words-
accommodates even
the poorest of spell-
ers. 37/e x 21/2 x 1/8".
With case, 2 RS2025
batteries. 499563-676

Your Personal Lottery Master

Pocket computer
picks the numbers
for you-no more
agonizing deci-
sions! Selects ran-
dom set of numbers
for lotteries in any
country or state.
Also has five built-
in games. 41/4 x
25/8 x Ne With case
and two RS357A
batteries.
63-642 2495
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